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How to create a 

sustainable working life

and sustainable

development in our

organizations?

Innovation

Competitiveness

Good working

conditions



Common objective
Competitiveness and 

innovation through

good working

conditions

Present state
Working life 

as it is today

Trends and challenges → impact and on 

work/workplaces



Together we strive to

➢ generate knowledge which
when implemented, lead to 
competitiveness and 
innovation through good
working conditions.

➢ create a stronger interaction
between workplaces and 
researchers.

➢ combine high-quality research 
with practical use.



Annual process

We identify the needs prioritized by the 

labor market parties, practitioners, and 

workplaces in different sectors 

(private, public)…



We initiate new acitivites – in 

interactive collaboration with 

workplaces – to meet the identified

needs and demands

We follow up key issues

in network workshops and with a 

reference group – labour market parties



Project portfolio 

Inspiration and 

learning from 

different types of 

workplaces and 

sectors



An example of an interactive research project 

and spin off – Sustainable Workplaces

Attitudes

• Elderly

• Lack of strategies

• Funding Afa

Interventions

• Education

• Networking

• Funding by Forte

Flexibility

• Young

• The visual internet generation

• Funding?



Attitudes
Mikael Widell Blomé, Jonas Borell, Carita Håkansson and Kerstin Nilsson

When you pass 50, you are older. Then you're over-
Hill. Then it's over. (Big Comp.)

Yes, especially in many heads, I think. If you do not 
belive in yourself, it will be difficult. (SME)

The obstacles are the agreements and laws, payroll 
systems, bureaucracy and administration that you 

have to deal with in some way, but if there is a will, 
then it will work. (SME)

With younger you have to invest a lot, you have to 
train, you have to make sure they move on. Then when 
people are over 50, then you can harvest, then you 

get back, you do not have to control, they can do their 
things, they are self-employed, they take their own 

development initiatives as far as necessary. 

You get a lot of things, it's harvest time. (Big Comp.)

Article Attitudes 2018 MWB



Interventions
Jonas Borell, Kerstin Nilsson, Mikael Widell Blomé, Gerd Johansson

Themes for 

meetings

Three themes of particular importance for age 
management in practice:

1. Rules, policies and practices
2. Behavior and attitude / attitudes
3. Knowledge dissemination and mentorship.

More knowledge is needed about applications
in practice, which can be obtained through
intervention studies.

Ref. 

Attitudes toward elderly workers

and perceptions of integrated

age management practices

Kerstin Nilsson

Statistics and theories regarding
sustainable working life and older
employees.

Mats Ryderheim, Arbetsmiljöverket

EU and Work Environment 
authorities’ priorities regarding
extended working life

Prof. Rikard Larsson

Mental retirement or wanted senior 
talent

Karin Ernhagen, HR strategy at 
region Skåne

Action plan for health-promoting
workplaces

Kristina Svensson, Social 
insurance bureau, Lund

Social insurance and Labour 
agency support for seniors



Results so far

Empiric data 

- Meeting notes, surveys and interviews.

Knowledge and practice

- Successful in raising practical issues and 
both sharing and developing knowledge to 
improve the opportunities for a sustainable
working life. 

Partnership 

- The research group and its participants
have established a partnerships that will
continue in several ways, such as teaching
and new research applications.



New flexible mission!

Mikael Widell Blomé

The individual

Inexplicit

border between

privacy and 

occupational

role

Responsibility

for work

organization

that is shifted to 

the individual

Lacking

strategies for 

balancing their

own ambitions 

and business 

expectationsBusiness: Innovation, Technical Expertise, Digital Control.



HOW?

Combine high-quality research with a high 

relevance for practice
Quality criteria for research projects:

a. Interactive ways of working

b. Proactivity

c. Collaboration with union 

and labor parties

d. Research in partnership

e. Multidisciplinary

f. High degree of applicability

g. Transparency during, 

under and after projects

h. Balance between interests 

of different stakeholders



Co-production of knowledge
The AFoU-network is an open arena for collaboration between different actors – researchers, practitioners 

(industries, public organizations), labor market parties, financiers, collaboration within and between projects and other networks

Synergy effects 

through new 

collaborations



www.swerea.se/afou

Welcome to collaborate with us

towards attractive work and 

workplaces of the future!


